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Accurately profiling potholes on road surfaces not only helps eliminate safety related concerns and improve commuting

efficiency for drivers, but also reduces unnecessary maintenance cost for transportation agencies. In this paper, we propose a

smartphone-based system that is capable of precisely estimating the length and depth of potholes, and introduce a holistic

design on pothole data collection, profile aggregation and pothole warning and reporting. The proposed system relies on the

built-in inertial sensors of vehicle-carried smartphones to estimate pothole profiles, and warn the driver about incoming

potholes. Because of the difference in driving behaviors and vehicle suspension systems, a major challenge in building such

system is how to aggregate conflicting sensory reports from multiple participating vehicles. To tackle this challenge, we

propose a novel reliability-aware data aggregation algorithm called Reliability Adaptive Truth Discovery (RATD). It infers

the reliability for each data source and aggregates pothole profiles in an unsupervised fashion. Our field test shows that

the proposed system can effectively estimate pothole profiles, and the RATD algorithm significantly improves the profiling

accuracy compared with popular data aggregation methods.
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1 INTRODUCTION
One of the major distractions for safe and comfortable transportation is potholes on the road surface. A recent

report by the American Automobile Association [2] shows that pothole-related damage costs American drivers
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$3 billion annually. In each year, about 3.2 million drivers in the U.S. have suffered pothole damage to their

vehicles. The most severe damages are usually caused by large and deep potholes. Thus, it is extremely important

for transportation agencies to be aware of the profile (e.g., length and depth) of potholes. Profiling potholes

benefits both drivers and transportation agencies. Drivers should be noticed in advance to ensure driving safety,

especially in bad weather when there is poor visibility or the pothole is covered by water or snow. Due to the

limited resources of transportation agencies, prioritizing on which potholes need to be repaired first comes of

substantial interest [20]. Therefore, designing effective systems to infer pothole profiles is in great need.

To infer the profile of potholes, traditional methods rely heavily on periodic road condition surveys, in which

various dedicated devices are used, including ground penetrating radar [12], camera [13, 14, 16, 17, 27, 35], and

so on. Though these dedicated devices can produce accurate results, their prohibitively high deployment costs

and efforts make it impossible to achieve large-scale deployment, leading to limited road coverage and delayed

information update.

To address this challenge, significant efforts are recently made to leverage the built-in sensors of smartphones

(e.g., accelerometer, gyroscope and GPS) for the pothole profiling task. For example, [32] uses smartphone’

accelerometer readings to get pothole profiles. However, due to the variety in vehicle conditions and the driving

behaviors, profile measurements for the same pothole from different vehicles can be quite different from each

other. Even the measurements of the same pothole collected by the same vehicle (at different time points) can be

varying. In such case, directly averaging all the measurements of potholes (referred to as claims in this paper)

collected from smartphones as the profiles is not accurate, since different vehicles may provide information of

different quality (referred to as reliability in this paper).

Truth discovery methods [19, 21, 22, 25], due to their capability of capturing the source reliability, have been

proved as effective ways to aggregate claims of multiple objects from multiple sources. In our problem settings,

each vehicle equipped with a smartphone can be regarded as a source, and the objects are the potholes. The profiles
of potholes are referred to as truths. Truth discovery methods are unsupervised and aim to simultaneously infer

both truths of objects and reliability scores of sources. The basic idea of truth discovery approaches is that claims

from more trustworthy sources are usually closer to truths than those from less trustworthy ones. A source

will be assigned a higher reliability score if its claims are closer to the aggregated results, and its claims will be

counted more in the aggregation procedure.

However, the existing truth discovery methods assume that each source makes at most one claim on each

object, which is different from our scenario. In real life, a vehicle can pass through a certain road segment multiple

times in a routine manner, which providesmore than one claims on the same object (i.e., pothole). As can
be seen in Fig. 6, there may exist significant variance among a vehicle’s claims on the same object. Intuitively, if

we can capture and incorporate such variance into the aggregation process, we can improve the estimation on

both source reliability and pothole profiles. Moreover, due to various reasons such as speed limit, traffic pattern, as

well as the intrinsic characteristics of the potholes, it is highly possible that the same vehicle performs differently

on different potholes. For example, different road segments may have different speed limits. Hitting a pothole

at a higher speed could possibly yield claims with a higher variance. Thus, it is not desirable to assign a fixed

reliability score to each vehicle. A fixed reliability score cannot describe the source accurately. It cannot determine

the appropriate contribution for claims from this source in calculating the estimated profiles for different potholes.

By capturing this inconsistency, we can infer more accurate aggregation results. The challenge here is how to

accurately characterize the dynamics of a vehicle’s reliability on different potholes.

In this paper, to tackle the aforementioned challenges, we build a system that has the ability to use smartphones’

sensory data from moving vehicles for automatically inferring the profiles of potholes. We propose a new

aggregation method called Reliability Adaptive Truth Discovery (RATD) that is able to make full use of all claims

of pothole profiles from all vehicles to infer more accurate results. In particular, we adaptively adjust a vehicle’s

reliability score based on not only the mean but also the variance of its claims on individual potholes. If a vehicle
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provides claims with a higher variance on a certain pothole, it will be assigned a lower reliability score on that

pothole. Based on the learned reliability, RATD then infers the estimated profile of that pothole. The aggregation

procedure is formulated as an optimization problem, and we use block coordinate descent [3] to solve it. Finally,

we evaluate the proposed method on the pothole profile database collected by our system, and show that our

method outperforms state-of-the-art baselines. Our main contributions can be summarized as follows:

• We build a system that can collect motion sensor data of smartphones frommoving vehicles, detect potholes

on the road, infer the profiles of potholes including length and depth via aggregating reports from multiple

vehicles, and eventually show the pothole profiles to end users.

• A new method called RATD has been proposed to make full use of all the repetitive claims from the same

source on the same object. In this method, in addition to assigning an overall reliability score to each source,

we also adjust a source’s reliability score with respect to each individual object according to the quality

and variance of its claims on that object.

• Extensive experiments have been carried out on the dataset that we have collected in real world. The

evaluation results show that our proposed method RATD can reduce the MAE, RMSE and Error Rate for

length inference by 35.3%, 30.43% and 35.08% respectively compared with state-of-the-art baselines and

achieves the highest performance under all given circumstances, including the varying number of claims

per source and the varying number of potholes that each car covers.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the architecture of the whole system. Section

3 goes through details about the data preprocessing and the pothole profiling from an individual claim. Section 4

describes our proposed algorithm. Section 5 presents the evaluation results. Discussion and related work are

provided in Section 6 and Section 7. Section 8 concludes the paper.

Client Result
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Aggregation 
RATD

Data 
Processing

Single 
Pothole 
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Car
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Location Length Depth
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Fig. 1. System framework.
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2 SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Fig. 1 shows the framework of our proposed system, which consists of three components: data collection from

client vehicle to the server, pothole profiling on the server, and results displaying to end users as well as

transportation agencies.

Data Collection:We develop an Android app to collect data via smartphone’s sensors including accelerometer,

gyroscope and GPS, as well as an OBD (On-board diagnostics) II scanner that is connected to the smartphone

via Bluetooth. The sampling rates and data fields of collected data are listed in Table 1. Specifically, we set the

sampling rate of accelerometer to 200Hz. Although nowadays accelerometer can achieve a higher sampling rate

(e.g., 400Hz) and yield a slightly better performance, it will drain more power and can even cause overheating

problem. We use the OBD II scanner to collect the vehicle velocity which is usually more accurate than that

estimated directly from GPS data. This is because OBD II retrieves the velocity data directly from the car system

and also has a much higher sampling rate than GPS. The velocity from OBD II can also serve as the ground truth

when we want to train a model to get more accurate velocity from GPS and accelerometer data. In addition, to

reduce pressure on the internal storage, the network bandwidth and the battery, we only save the data related to

potential pothole hitting events. If the vertical acceleration reading exceeds a certain threshold, then we keep

only the data within 5 seconds before and after the event. This way, the app generates much smaller amount of

data when the vehicle is running on roads with fewer potholes. The collected data is compressed and saved onto

the phone in small chunks. Keeping each data file in a small size is very helpful for uploading, especially when

the network connection is poor and a file might need to be re-uploaded in case of failure.

Table 1. Summary of Collected Data Information

Type Sampling rate (Hz) Collected fields

Accelerometer 200 timestamp, acceleration along x, y, and z axis

Gyroscope 200 timestamp, rotation rate around x, y, and z axis

GPS 1 timestamp, longitude, latitude, velocity

Vehicle velocity sensor 10 timestamp, velocity via OBD II

Pothole Profiling: The collected data from each client contains lots of noise, so we first pass it through a

series of preprocessing steps, including filtering, GPS map matching, etc. Then the pothole profile, including

both length and depth, is obtained from the data by modeling the vehicle as a single-degree-of-freedom system.

Since there are chances that multiple vehicles hit the same pothole, and even the same vehicle may hit the same

pothole multiple times, we need a method to aggregate all these pothole profiles from all vehicles on all potholes

to produce more accurate estimations. Since existing data aggregation methods cannot handle this scenario

effectively, we propose a reliability adaptive truth discovery method (RATD). This method can make full use of

all repetitive claims and adjust each vehicle’s reliability across different potholes based on the variance in this

vehicle’s claims on individual potholes. The data preprocessing steps and pothole profiling from an individual

report are discussed in detail in Section 3, and our proposed data aggregation method is introduced in Section 4.

Results Displaying: The aggregated pothole profiles are saved into a Firebase Realtime Database
1
, and

updated with users by showing them as markers on the built-in Google Map
2
. When a marker is clicked, the

profile of the pothole will be displayed so that end users can know better about the road condition of their

interested area. In addition to showing potholes on the map, we implement the basic navigation function. After

1
https://firebase.google.com/docs/database/

2
https://cloud.google.com/maps-platform/
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the user enters source and destination, a couple of candidate routes will be shown on the map. Beyond the

expected travel time, the number of potholes will be displayed along with each route. Therefore, the user can

choose the route with fewer potholes among ones of similar travel time, which could result in a better and safer

driving experience. This navigation function is especially useful when a user is new to some area and unfamiliar

with surrounding road conditions. When the app is switched to the navigation mode, the pothole markers will

become unclickable so that the user won’t get distracted. When a user is driving towards a pothole, the app will

show a pop-up displaying the pothole profile along with a voice alert
3
. Besides, the estimated pothole profiles

can be helpful to road maintenance authorities as they can prioritize potholes based on such information when

the human and equipment resources are limited.

Car A

OBD II

Cloud Server

Car C

Car B
Pothole

Length: 40cm
Depth: 3cm

Aggregation

DataResult

Fig. 2. A real world example of how the system works.

ARealWorld Example: Figure 2 illustrates how the systemworks in real life. Two screenshots of our Android

app are shown. The screenshot on the right hand side pictures an interface displaying real time data from various

sensors.

The left hand side screenshot shows the built-in Google Maps on which the detected potholes are marked.

When car A (on the right hand side of the figure) hits a pothole, the collected sensory data will be sent back

to the server for processing. The profiles including depth and length of the pothole are then inferred from the

sensory data. After that, the estimated profiles on the server are aggregated using our proposed truth discovery

algorithm. Our aggregation method assigns a reliability score to the claims from car A, indicating the degree

of its information quality. With this reliability-aware aggregation method, an accurate estimation of pothole

profiles can be obtained. The aggregated results are then saved into a cloud-based real-time database and pushed

to all the clients in real time. The other two cars in the figure that are going to pass the road with the detected

pothole will get an alert in advance, so that the drivers can be cautious when approaching the pothole or even

take another route to avoid it.

3 POTHOLE PROFILING FROM INDIVIDUAL CLAIMS
In this section, we give the details about how a pothole is profiled from individual claims. In our design, each

claim contains all the data listed in Table 1 that are collected by a vehicle when it hits a pothole. In most cases,

3
This feature will be implemented in the future updates of the mobile app.
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such data suffer from significant noises and coordinate misalignment. So we first take a series of preprocessing

steps to remove noise and smooth the data, and then calculate the pothole profile according to each individual

claim.

3.1 Data Preprocessing

(a) Raw acceleration (b) Filtered acceleration (c) Coordinate aligned acceleration

Fig. 3. Filtering and coordinate alignment for acceleration data.

Accelerometer and Gyroscope Data: Readings from accelerometer and gyroscope usually contain lots of

noises. Fig. 3a shows an example of the collected raw acceleration data, where we can observe the impact that

the noise has on the acceleration data. In the figure, x-axis represents the time, and y-axis is the acceleration
along with 3 axes. The possible reasons for such noises include the mobility of the vehicle, uneven road surface,

the vibration of the engine, and the inherent error of sensors. Thus, the first thing we need to do is to remove
noises. In particular, we first apply a sliding window median filter, followed by a 2-order Butterworth filter to

smooth the data. For the sliding window, we set the window size to be 15 sample points, which accounts for

0.0725 seconds in the 200Hz scenario and yields a reasonably good smoothing result. Setting the window size too

small cannot achieve enough smoothing effect, whereas too large window sizes will make it hard to find the

precise time points when the probing wheel enters and comes out of the pothole. The filtered acceleration data

can be seen in Fig. 3b.

Another challenge in processing accelerometer and gyroscope data is that we need to use the vertical accelera-

tion of the vehicle to calculate the pothole profile. However, depending on the posture of the smartphone in the

vehicle, the coordinate system used by the smartphone sensors
4
may not be well aligned with that of the car. So

we follow a similar coordinate alignment method introduced in [30] but make substantial changes based on

the features of our system to align the coordinate system of the phone with that of the vehicle by utilizing the

data from the accelerometer, the gyroscope and the OBD II. In short, we need to get the rotation matrix

M = [Ii , Ij , Ik ] =


xi x j xk
yi yj yk
zi zj zk


to transfer acceleration readings (xp,yp, zp ) ∈ R1x3

from phone’s coordinate system to corresponding ones

(xc ,yc , zc ) ∈ R1x3
in vehicle’s coordinate system, i.e., (xc ,yc , zc ) = (xp,yp, zp ) ×M . The three unit vectors inM

are calculated as follows:

4
https://developer.android.com/guide/topics/sensors/sensors_overview
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• Ik: When the vehicle is stationary, the accelerometer only has gravity force applying on it. Although gravity

can be read via an Android API directly, we find it is not accurate enough. Thus, we use exponential

smoothing to retrieve the gravity component, which is then normalized to get unit vector Ik .
• Ij: After removing gravity from data, to get Ij , we detect the acceleration or deceleration phrase while the

vehicle is moving in a straight line. Gyroscope readings are used to determine if the car is making a turn or

not. We use velocity data to find an acceleration period, and retrieve the accelerometer readings during

the same period. Out of the retrieved accelerometer readings, we select the one that is as orthogonal as

possible to Ik and normalize it to get vector Ij .
• Ii: is the cross product of Ij and Ik .

Coordinate aligned acceleration data is shown in Fig. 3c. More specifically, Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b are using the

smartphone’s coordinates, but Fig. 3c is using the vehicle’s coordinates. From Fig. 3c, we can tell that at around 1

second, the wheel enters a pothole since the z-axis’ value drops sharply.
GPS Data: GPS data from smartphones usually suffers from the low accuracy problem due to the quality of

the build-in GPS chips. The error could be big enough to make traces off the road. Occasionally GPS points can

even jump between nearby roads especially when traveling around tall buildings. Therefore, we make use of the

Snap to Roads API
5
from Google Maps to do themap matching, which maps GPS points to the most reasonable

road segments.

The original velocity data and the processed accelerometer, gyroscope and GPS data are interpolated to fill

the gap in time points. This is because even if the accelerometer and the gyroscope have been set at the same

sampling rate, timestamps of their readings are not necessarily the same, needless to say that the actual sampling

rates cannot always keep up with the settings of the sampling rates in the app. So we interpolate the data to get

estimated readings at evenly spaced time points.

After the aforementioned data processing, we can use these data to find out the pothole location. Similar

method introduced in [9] has been used to determine if there is indeed a pothole at a certain location. The general

idea is to design a series of filters to reject non-pothole events. A low velocity filter is used to remove non-pothole

events, such as door slams, and a high-pass filter applied to get rid of the events introduced by turning, braking,

etc. Three more filters including z-peak, xz-ratio and velocity vs. z ratio are implemented. Parameters in these

filters are learned to achieve the best locating accuracy.

3.2 Obtain Pothole Profile from Sensory Data
After the data goes through the above preprocessing procedure, it can be used to infer the profiles of potholes.

We first calculate the depth and then the length. Consistent with daily driving experience, when a wheel hits a

pothole, the vehicle will go through an underdamping vibration process. The vehicle can be treated as a single-

degree-of-freedom (SDOF) system
6
[31, 32]. A free vibration can be represented by f (t) = kx(t) + c Ûx(t) +m Üx(t),

where f (t) is the external excitation force, k is the linear elastic stiffness coefficient of the spring, c is the

linear viscous damping coefficient of the damper,m is the mass of the vehicle, x(t) is the vertical displacement

of vehicle body, Ûx(t) is the derivative of x(t), i.e., the vertical moving speed, and Üx(t) is the second order

derivative of x(t), i.e., the vertical acceleration. Letting y(t) stand for the vertical displacement of the probing

wheel, we obtain f (t) = ky(t) + c Ûy(t) +mcar Üy(t), where mcar is the weight of the car body. Thus we have

kx(t) + c Ûx(t) +m Üx(t) = ky(t) + c Ûy(t) +mcar Üy(t). By solving this equation, we can get y(t). In the solving process,

the Üy(t) related term is omitted since the weight of the wheel is far less than the car body. In the end, we get the

5
https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/roads/snap

6
https://web.itu.edu.tr/ gundes/sdof.pdf
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following expression,

y(t) = e−
k
c t

∫
f (t)

c
e
k
c tdt = e−

k
c t

∫ (m
c
Üx(t) + Ûx(t) +

k

c
x(t)

)
e
k
c tdt . (1)

y(t) is 0 at the time points before the wheel enters the pothole and after the wheel leaves the pothole. The smallest

y(t) between these two 0s can be treated as the depth of the pothole.

Let xp (t) stand for the vertical shift distance of the smartphone. Then Üxp (t) is the vertical acceleration of the

smartphone, which can be retrieved from the accelerometer readings. The smartphone and the vehicle body

undergo the same damping process with different amplitudes, and the relationship between Üxp (t) and Üx(t) is
determined by the position of the smartphone in the car. For example, in Fig. 4, l1 is the distance between the

phone and the left wheel, and l2 is the distance between the phone and the right wheel. Then we can have

xp (t) =
l1

l1+l2
x(t). The same relationship also holds between Ûxp (t) and Ûx(t), and between Üxp (t) and Üx(t).

𝒚𝒘

𝑙1 𝑙𝟐

𝒚

Fig. 4. Vertical displacement when hitting a pothole. Fig. 5. Vertical acceleration Üxp (t) in underdamping process.

Therefore, in order to get y(t) from Eq. (1), the vital task is to get the values ofm, c , and k . Actually we don’t

need to know the exact values of these three parameters. Instead, we just need the values of two unique variables,

i.e.
m
c and

k
c . Next, we are going to talk about how to get these two variables.

When the probing wheel hits a pothole, the car is forced to vibrate, and the underdamping vibration starts.

The car continues vibrating at its natural damped frequency with the amplitude gradually decreasing to 0. Since

the underdamping vibration happens when the car is running on even road surface, f (t) should be 0. So we have

m Üx(t) + c Ûx(t) + kx(t) = 0 →m Üxp (t) + c Ûxp (t) + kxp (t) = 0. (2)

The solving process of Eq. (2) can be found in the Appendix A.1. Its solution is,

xp (t) = X̄e−σ t cos(wt + ϕ), (3)

where σ = c
2m ,w =

√
k
m − ( c

2m )2, and X̄ and ϕ are the initial amplitude and phase of the underdamping vibration,

respectively. The periodicity T of the underdamping vibration can be expressed as follows,

T =
2π

w
=

2π√
k
m − ( c

2m )2
≈

2π√
k
m

→
k

m
=

( 2π

T

)
2

. (4)

The damping ratio ζ , i.e. the ratio of vibration amplitudes at two successive peaks, is expressed as follows,

ζ =
x(t +T )

x(t)
=

X̄e−σ (t+T ) cos(w(t +T ) + ϕ)

X̄e−σ t cos(wt + ϕ)
= e−σT → σ = −

ln ζ

T
→

m

c
= −

T

2 ln ζ
. (5)
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Since T and ζ can be read directly from Üxp (t) which can be seen from Fig. 5, we can easily get the values

of
m
c and

k
c by using Eq. (5) and Eq. 4. Then according to Eq. (1), we can get the vertical displacement of the

probing wheel y(t). And from y(t), we can get two time points t1 and t2 around the pothole hitting event so that

y(t1) = 0 and y(t2) = 0. t1 and t2 are the time points when the wheel enters and leaves the pothole, respectively.

The absolute value of the lowest point of y(t) between t1 and t2 is the depth of the pothole. Furthermore, let

∆t = t2 − t1 and v be the mean velocity of vehicle during running over the pothole. Then we can calculate the

length l of the pothole via l = ∆t ∗v .

4 PROFILE AGGREGATION

(a) Depth claims from different cars (b) Length claims from different cars

Fig. 6. Depth and length claims from different cars on one pothole.

In real practice, the same pothole can be hit by multiple vehicles. In some cases, the same pothole can even

be run over by the same commuter for more than one time. Due to various reasons, such as the accuracy of

locating the time points when the probing wheel enters and leaves the pothole and the velocity reading for the

short pothole hitting period, different vehicles might report different profiles for the same pothole, and even the

profiles obtained from multiple hits of the same vehicle can be different. Fig. 6 shows the depth and length claims

from different cars on one pothole. In the figure, x-axis is the car ID, and y-axis is the value of claims about depth

in Fig. 6a or length in Fig. 6b. We can see that on the same pothole, claims from different cars indeed fall into

different ranges, and claims from the same car can vary vastly. In such cases, an individual profile claim reported

from one pothole hitting event is highly likely to be inaccurate and even far from the true value. In order to

obtain accurate pothole profile estimations, we propose a novel truth discovery method to effectively aggregate

the claims.

4.1 Problem Definition
We first introduce the formal definition of the problem. The set of all cars and potholes are represented as S and

N , respectively. xs ,in is the content of the ith profile report from car s on pothole n. Here x can be either length or

depth. Then the problem is, given all profile reports {xs ,in }n∈N,s ∈S,i ∈Xs
n , to infer the estimated truths {x̂n}n∈N for

each pothole and figure out every car’s reliability scores {ws }s ∈S . In this paper, we use weight and reliability

score interchangeably. Table 2 lists the important notations used frequently in this paper.
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Table 2. Frequently Used Notations

Symbol Definition

S the set of sources (cars)

N the set of objects (potholes)

ws the weight (or reliability score) of source s

xs ,in the ith claim of source s on object n
Xs
n the set of claims on object n from source s

µsn the mean of claims on object n from source s

σ sn
2

the variance of claims on object n from source s

x
(∗)
n the ground true value of object n
x̂n the estimated truth of object n

4.2 Truth Discovery Recap
When there are claims about the same object from multiple sources, more often than not, there are conflicts

among the claims from different sources. In this case, to infer the true properties of objects, one common way is to

take the mean value of all claims for continuous data or use majority voting for categorical data as the estimated

truth. In this way, all sources are treated equally and assigned the same weight for determining the final result.

However, it ignores the difference of the source reliability, and may incorrectly take too much information from

unreliable sources. To resolve the conflicts among multiple sources, truth discovery methods [19, 21, 22, 25] are

proposed to capture the different reliability of each source in aggregating and therefore infer more accurate

results. They assign each source a different weight based on the quality of their claims. Sources provide higher

quality claims are assigned larger weights in inferring the final estimated truths. Usually the quality of a claim is

measured by distance, i.e., how far away the claim is from the estimated truth since truth discovery methods are

unsupervised. The basic format of the objective function in a truth discovery approach can be written as follows,

min

ws ,x̂n

∑
s ∈S

∑
n∈N

wsd
s
n,

s.t.

∑
s ∈S

exp(−ws ) = 1,
(6)

where ws is the weight of source s to be learned, and dsn represents the distance between the claim on object

n from source s and the estimated truth. The constraint makes sure that the trivial solution where all weights

{ws }s ∈S are set to 0 is not valid.

4.3 The Reliability Adaptive Truth Discovery Algorithm
The existing truth discovery models can not be applied directly to our problem since they assume that one source

makes at most one claim on each object. However, in our scenario, it is highly possible that one source provides

more than one claims on the same object. For example, a certain pothole on the road with a single lane in each

direction may be hit by the same commuter for many times. Moreover, previous methods assign each source s a
single reliability scorews , and eachws remains unchanged on all objects. However, the reliability of an individual

source may drift across different objects. Therefore, to overcome the aforementioned shortcomings, we propose a

new algorithm called Reliability Adaptive Truth Discovery (RATD), which can fully utilize the information of

repetitive claims and adaptively adjust the reliability score of each source across objects.
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4.3.1 Distance of Repetitive Claims. A simple solution to incorporate the repetitive claims is to use the mean

value as the input to current truth discovery models. In this way, two cars with the same mean claim but different

variances will be treated as having the same reliability. In fact, the variance of claims can also affect the source

reliability. For example, a careful driver tends to keep consistent driving behavior and the claims that he/she

provides have a low variance and are often closer to the truths. On the other hand, a driver with rough driving

behavior would provide highly varying claims, which are often unreliable. Therefore, we need to consider both

mean and variance when calculating the source reliability. To make full use of all the repetitive claims, we define

the distance dsn between the claims Xs
n from source s on object n and the object’s estimated truth x̂n as follows,

dsn =

|Xs
n |∑

i=1

(xs ,in − x̂n)
2

|Xs
n |

, (7)

where |Xs
n | is the number of claims from source s on object n, and x̂n is the estimated truth for object n. The

normalization term |Xs
n | ensures that the distances are not affected by the number of claims. Otherwise, the more

claims one source makes on the same object, the larger distance value it may end up with, and the source will be

incorrectly assigned a lower reliability score. The distance function can be further written as,

dsn =

|Xs
n |∑

i=1

(xs ,in − x̂n)
2

|Xs
n |

= σ s
n

2

+ (µsn − x̂n)
2, (8)

where σ s
n

2
and µsn are the variance and the mean of claims from source s on object n, respectively. The proof of

Eq. (8) can be found in the Appendix A.2. We can see that the distance dsn depends on not only the difference

between the mean value and the estimated truth, but also the variance of the claims. This meets our assumption

that the mean value itself does not contain all information. Under the condition of the same mean value, the

larger variance yields a larger distance value. In other words, if there are two sources providing claims with the

same mean value, then the source with the larger variance should be assigned a lower reliability score.

4.3.2 Adaptive Reliability. In reality, although the vehicle’s condition does not change very often, the driver’s

driving behavior including velocity, acceleration rate, decelerate rate, etc., may change under certain circumstances.

The changes of the driving behavior could have an impact on the source’s reliability across different objects.

Usually people tend to have similar driving behavior under similar circumstances, and once the environment

changes, their driving behaviors often change accordingly. For example, one person may drive fast on straight

road without taking brakes even if there are potholes, but decelerate sharply when there is a traffic jam. Hard

brakes often cause the sensor readings to change sharply and lower the quality of the data. Thus for the same

person, he/she could provide different quality of data under different conditions. Since the vehicle condition

does not change across different potholes, we can assume that a source has its general overall reliability, but its

reliability on specified object needs to be adjusted.

In the algorithm, instead of assigning a fixed weight to every source across all objects, we adjust a source’s

weight based on the variance in its claims on each object, i.e.ws
n = wsд

s
n(·), wherew

s
n is the adjusted weight of

source s on object n, and дsn(·) is a function related to source s’s claim variance on object n. Generally, дsn(·) should
give more penalty to a source with higher variance in its claims. Therefore, we choose дsn(·) to be exp(ασ s

n
2),

where α > 0 is a scale factor to control the magnitude of the function. If α is set too large, it will dominate the

loss and all the sources will be assigned the same weight; whereas if it is too small, it can not add enough penalty

to help adjust the sources’ weights. In Section 5.8, we will discuss in detail about how α impacts the performance

of the algorithm and how to choose an appropriate value of α .
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4.3.3 Optimization Framework. After incorporating the object related weights, the objective function becomes,

min

ws
n ,x̂n

∑
s ∈S

∑
n∈N

ws
nd

s
n

= min

ws ,x̂n

∑
s ∈S

∑
n∈N

ws exp(ασ s
n

2

)dsn

= min

ws ,x̂n

∑
s ∈S

ws

( ∑
n∈N

exp(ασ s
n

2

)dsn

)
,

s.t.
∑
s ∈S

exp(−ws ) = 1.

(9)

where dsn can be obtained from Eq. (8). As σ s
n

2
increases, дsn(·) increases and more penalty will be added tows ,

therefore,ws tends to get a smaller value. The relationship between σ s
n

2
andws can be seen later in Eq. (13).

There are two sets of parameters in Eq. (9), i.e. {ws }s ∈S and {x̂n}n∈N , that need to be learned. For the

optimization problems that involve two sets of variables, block coordinate descent [3] is a widely adopted

approach. The general idea is to alternatively calculate one set of parameters while keeping the other fixed until

the convergence criterion is satisfied. The convergence criterion is that the difference between the objective

values from two consecutive iterations is smaller than a predefined threshold. In this paper, we empirically set it

to be 10
−6

which is pretty small. To minimize the objective value in Eq. (9), we iteratively conduct the following

two steps.

Weights Update Step. In this step, the estimated truths {x̂n}n∈N are considered to be known and fixed, and

the weight of each source is updated. Applying the method of Lagrange multipliers, the objective function of

Eq. (9) is transformed into the following formula,∑
s ∈S

ws

( ∑
n∈N

exp(ασ s
n

2

)dsn

)
+ λ

( ∑
s ∈S

exp(−ws ) − 1

)
. (10)

Letting the partial derivative of Eq. (10) with respect tows be 0, we can get,

λ exp(−ws ) =
∑
n∈N

exp(ασ s
n

2

)dsn . (11)

Combining Eq. (11) with the constraint in Eq. (9), we obtain,

λ =
∑
s ∈S

∑
n∈N

exp(ασ s
n

2

)dsn . (12)

After all the above steps, we can get the updating formula for weights {ws }s ∈S as follows,

ws = − log

( ∑
n∈N exp(ασ s

n
2)dsn∑

s ∈S
∑

n∈N exp(ασ s
n

2)dsn

)
= − log

( ∑
n∈N exp(ασ s

n
2)

(
σ s
n

2 + (µsn − x̂n)
2
)∑

s ∈S
∑

n∈N exp(ασ s
n

2)
(
σ s
n

2 + (µsn − x̂n)2
) )

= − log

( ds∑
i ∈S di

)
,

(13)

where,

ds =
∑
n∈N

exp(ασ s
n

2

)dsn, (14)
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is the adjusted distance between claims from source s and the estimated truths of all objects. The larger the

adjusted distance ds , the smaller the weight ws , which keeps consistent with our assumption that the source

with claims that are varying and far away from the truths should be assigned a smaller weight.

Truths Update Step. In this step, we assume that the weights {ws }s ∈S of all sources are known, and we need

to estimate the truths for all the objects. By applying the similar Lagrange multiplier method mentioned in the

weights update step and taking partial derivative of Eq. (10) with respect to x̂n , we can get the update formula for

the estimated truths {x̂n}n∈N as follows,

x̂n =

∑
s ∈Sws exp(ασ s

n
2)µsn∑

s ∈Sws exp(ασ s
n

2)
. (15)

From Eq. (15), we can see that the estimated truth is related to not only the mean values of claims from each

source, but also the variances. The claims from the source with a larger variance tend to play less important roles

in determining the estimated truth. This is indeed what we expect.

The aforementioned workflow is summarized in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Reliability Adaptive Truth Discovery.

Input: α , claims {xs ,in }n∈N,s ∈S,i ∈Xs
n

Output: Sources’ weights {ws }s ∈S and objects’ estimated truths {x̂n}n∈N
1: Calculate the mean and variances {µsn,σ

s
n

2}s ∈S,n∈N
2: Initialize {x̂n}n∈N using the mean claim for each object, i.e., {µn}n∈N
3: repeat
4: Update sources’ weights {ws }s ∈S according to Eq. (13);

5: Update objects’ estimated truths {x̂n}n∈N according to Eq. (15);

6: until The convergence criterion is satisfied.

5 SYSTEM EVALUATION

Fig. 7. Example of potholes. Fig. 8. Setup of data collection device.

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed method RATD on the collected data using our

system. We first give some details about the dataset. Then we introduce the state-of-the-art baseline methods and

evaluation measures. In the evaluation results section, we compare the performance of all the methods and show

that RATD outperforms all baselines. We conduct studies on how well RATD works in case of different number
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of claims per pothole per car and different number of potholes each car covers. We also show the convergence of

RATD. In the end, we analyze the impact that the scale factor α has upon the performance of RATD.

5.1 Evaluation Setup
We show examples of potholes in Fig. 7. During the data collection process, the smartphone is placed on the

dashboard as shown in Fig. 8, and its distances to both the left and the right wheel are measured. Out of two

weeks of driving data, we collect more than 1,150 pothole hitting reports coming from 13 different vehicles,

including 2006 Toyota Corolla, 2015 Honda Civic, 2015 Volkswagen Touareg, 2016 Subaru Forester, 2017 Ford

Focus, etc. In addition to the sensory data, we use the rear-view camera of the smartphone to record video during

each trip which serves as the ground truth of pothole hitting events. We build an Apache HTTP server
7
to receive

and host all the collected data. During the data collection process, we measure the ground truths of all potholes

several times across different days using a laser distance measurer. There is no noticeable change in the studied

potholes’ size during the relatively short span of data collection period.

(a) Mean and standard deviation of depth claims (b) Mean and standard deviation of length claims

Fig. 9. Mean and standard deviation of claims on different potholes from different cars.

Some of the collected data are visualized in Fig. 9. Here we did not show the values of individual claims since

we have shown in Eq. (8) and Eq. (9) that the aggregation results of the proposed RATD depend on the mean and

variance of the claims instead of individual claims. Fig. 9a shows the mean and standard deviation of five cars’

claims about the depth of three potholes, and Fig. 9b shows the mean and standard deviation of their lengths.

The bars are the means and the error bars are the corresponding standard deviations. As we can see from these

figures, for both depth and length, different cars have different claimed values for the same pothole, providing

conflicting information about pothole profiles. Even the multiple claims from the same car on the same pothole

may be different. For each individual car, the standard deviation of its claims also varies across different potholes.

For example, from Fig. 9b, we can find that car 9 has larger variance on pothole 7 than that on pothole 9. These

could result from a couple of reasons, e.g., the car’s mechanical condition, the driver’s driving behavior, and so

on. We will study the possible factors in future work. Both the mean and the variance of repetitive claims can

affect the aggregated results. For example, on length estimation, car 9 has larger standard deviations compared to

7
https://httpd.apache.org/
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other cars on the three potholes, which indicates that car 9 is less reliable. We will show in Section 5.6 that car 9

is indeed assigned a very small reliability score by our algorithm.

5.2 Baselines & Evaluation Measures
5.2.1 Baselines. We compare the performance of our proposed RATDwith the following state-of-the-art baselines:

• 3-Estimates [10]: uses accuracy to compute the quality of sources. During the calculation, it takes the

difficulty of data records into consideration.

• CATD [18]: aims to detect truths from conflicting data with long-tail phenomenon. In addition to estimating

the source reliability, it considers the confidence interval of the estimation.

• CRH [19]: formulates the conflicting resolving task as an optimization problem to minimize the overall

weighted distance between the input and the estimated truths.

• GTM [36]: is based on Bayesian probabilistic models to solve conflict resolution problem for numerical

data. It gets the maximum a posterior estimate for each object.

• KDEm [28]: introduces the concept of trustworthy opinion of an entity to address the uncertainty that

we can only identify single or multiple reliable facts from opinions. It treats the trustworthy opinion as a

random variable and uses its distribution to describe consistency and controversy.

Besides,Mean andMedian are also used for comparison. ForMean, there are two ways to get the mean claim

value for each object. One way is to take the average of all claims directly. The other way is that for each object,

we first calculate the average of claims per source, and then take the mean of each source. In experiment, we

find that these two methods yield very close results since the numbers of claims across different sources are not

significantly different. For simplicity, we use the first method. The same is hold forMedian.
For all other baseline methods, for each pothole, we use the mean value of claims from each vehicle as the

vehicle’s claim for that pothole. For all baseline methods, we implement and set parameters as suggested in the

corresponding papers. In other words, we use their suggested tuning method/criteria/guidance to tune parameters

instead of fixed values used in their work since optimal parameters may vary for different data sets.

5.2.2 Evaluation Measures. The following evaluation metrics have been used to compare the performances

between our proposed RATDwith baselines. For all three measures, the lower the score, the better the performance.

(1) Mean Absolute Error (MAE): it is the average over the data points of the absolute differences between the

estimation and the ground truth,

MAE =
1

N

N∑
n=1

|x (∗)n − x̂n |.

(2) Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE): it measures the average distance between the estimation and the ground

truth, and can be expressed as follows,

RMSE =

√√√
1

N

N∑
n=1

(x (∗)n − x̂n)2.

(3) Error Rate: it is similar to MAE, but uses the relative instead of absolute difference,

Error Rate =
1

N

N∑
n=1

���x (∗)n − x̂n

x (∗)n

���.
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Table 3. Performance Comparison.

Methods

Depth Length

MAE RMSE Error Rate MAE RMSE Error Rate

3-Estimates 0.7898 0.9319 0.3580 26.5853 28.8453 0.3623

CATD 1.0197 1.1852 0.2325 12.8877 14.2620 0.1779

CRH 0.6185 0.8625 0.2366 13.2034 14.5275 0.1826

GTM 0.7251 0.9667 0.2763 16.6239 20.0629 0.2267

KDEm 0.6398 0.9200 0.2574 21.0216 28.8521 0.2876

Mean 0.6320 0.8712 0.2427 13.7479 15.3119 0.1893

Median 0.6339 0.9104 0.2387 14.3939 16.2431 0.1988

RATD 0.5672 0.8254 0.2229 8.3389 9.9214 0.1155

5.3 Accuracy Analysis
Table 3 lists the performance of RATD along with all baselines. From the table we can find that RATD achieves

the best results in terms of all the three performance metrics. Compared with the best performance among all

baselines, the proposed RATD reduces MAE, RMSE and Error Rate by 8.29%, 4.3% and 4.13% respectively for

depth, and 35.3%, 30.43% and 35.08% respectively for length. The performance of the baseline methods might

suffer from different factors. For example, GTM assumes that the claims from all the sources for each object

follows a Gaussian distribution which may not be true in our scenario. CATD is designed for data with long-tail

phenomenon. Most of the truth discovery approaches, such as CRH, assign each vehicle with a fixed reliability

score, and thus cannot fully capture the dynamics in the quality of the vehicle’s claims across different potholes.

For each object, all baselines can only make use of the mean claim from each source. All the baselines assume

that each vehicle makes at most one claim on every pothole. If there are repetitive claims from the same vehicle

on the same pothole, only the mean value is used as input. But the mean value does not contain all the useful

information. In contrast, our proposed RATDmodel does not have any specific assumption about which particular

distribution the data is following. It takes advantage of all the useful information from repetitive claims to infer

the reliability of sources. Furthermore, RATD can adjust a source’s reliability on different objects. In Section 5.6,

we give more detailed discussions on source reliability learned by different models.

It is worth noting that for most of the examined methods, the error in length estimation is lower than that in

depth estimation. This is due to the fact that the sensory measurements of pothole length is often more accurate

than those of pothole depth. Compared to pothole depth, pothole length has a larger value scale, and are less

affected by unexpected factors such as tire pressure. Since length estimation is generally more accurate than

depth estimation, we focus on analyzing the methods on length estimation in the following sections.

5.4 Performance w.r.t. Number of Claims Per Car Per Pothole
In real life, the number of claims provided by vehicles may vary across potholes, and it could impact the accuracy

of the aggregated results. Thus to show that our method works well under different settings, we randomly pick

up from 2 to 14 claims per car per pothole as the input to evaluate the performance of all models. In the case that

there is not enough number of claims for a certain pothole from a certain car, we use as many as they provide.

We repeat the experiment with respect to each number of claims for 2,000 times, take the average performance as

the final results, and plot the results in Fig. 10. We don’t include all but the top four baselines which perform

better than others on the length estimation in Table 3, so as to make the figures more clear.

In Fig. 10, we can see that for all methods, MAE, RMSE and Error Rate are all decreasing as the number of

claims per pothole per car increases. This meets our expectation that more claims can provide more thorough
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(a) MAE (b) RMSE (c) Error rate

Fig. 10. Performance of different models with respect to the number of claims per car per pothole.

information about the pothole and reduce the impact of potential outliers. RATD benefits even more because more

data on the same pothole can characterize the distribution, i.e., the mean and variance, of one car’s claims on one

pothole more precisely so that the reliability of the car on different potholes can be learned more accurately. As a

result, for each number of claims per car per pothole, RATD outperforms all baselines, and the gap of performance

between RATD and the best baseline keeps enlarging as the number of claims increases. Especially, by using

just 3 claims per car per pothole, RATD outperforms all baselines using 14 claims. This implies that our method

is very effective even when the number of repetitive claims is very small. We also notice that with more than

10 claims per car per pothole, the performance of all methods stabilize. In other words, increasing the number

of claims all the way up will not improve the performance infinitely. That’s because once the number reaches

a certain threshold, we are already able to derive a good understanding of the distribution of the claims, and

simply adding more claims cannot contribute more useful information. However, new claims are always needed

since the pothole profiles might change over time. Therefore, to keep the algorithm running efficiently and keep

the inferred results up to date, we can always replace old claims with the most recent ones from each vehicle.

(a) MAE (b) RMSE (c) Error rate

Fig. 11. Performance of different models with respect to car’s coverage rate.

5.5 Performance w.r.t Car’s Coverage Rate
Another scenario in real world is that most people travel within a relatively limited area for most of the time

so that it is very likely that he or she will never run over some potholes while hitting other potholes over and
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over again. A car’s coverage rate is defined to be the ratio of the number of potholes that it covers with respect

to the number of all the potholes that have been encountered by all cars. The coverage rate could impact the

overall performance since lower coverage rate usually means that there are less number of claims on each pothole.

Therefore, it is useful and necessary to study the performance of different methods under circumstances of

different coverage rates. In the evaluation process, for each coverage rate ranging from 0.2 to 1.0 with the step

size of 0.1, we randomly pick up corresponding number of potholes for each car, and feed associated claims as

input into each method. The process is carried out for 2,000 times, and the average of all results are taken as the

final results which are plotted in Fig. 11.

From Fig. 11 we can see that with the increase of coverage rate, the performance of all the methods are

improving. This is because a higher coverage rate means more claims on each pothole and consequently some

potential biases resulted from small number of claims get eliminated. What’s more, for RATD, as the coverage

rate gets higher for one car, we can have a better knowledge of the car’s characteristics, and evaluate its reliability

more precisely. Therefore, under each coverage rate, our method outperforms all the baselines and as the coverage

rate increases, the performance gap becomes larger and larger. With less than 40 percent of coverage rate, RATD

could outperform all the baselines having full coverage. This demonstrates that the proposed algorithm is more

efficient and effective, and could take less data to get a better view of the pothole conditions.

5.6 Reliability Scores Learned by Different Methods

(a) Reliability scores from RATD. (b) Reliability scores from baselines.

Fig. 12. Comparison of reliability scores.

In addition to estimating the profile for each pothole, truth discovery methods can also infer reliability scores

{ws }s ∈S of sources. Here we show the reliability scores learned by CRH, CATD and RATD. To demonstrate

the accuracy of the learned reliability scores, the ground truth reliability score of each source is also used for

comparison. In general, a source’s ground truth reliability score is defined to be the overall similarity between its

claims and the ground truths of objects. In this experiment, to get ground truth reliability scores, we first calculate

the adjusted distance (defined in Eq. (14)) between each source’s claimed and the ground truth pothole profiles.

Then, these adjusted distances are normalized into the range of [0, 1], and a source’s ground truth reliability score

is one minus its normalized distance. Thus, the ground truth values of the sources’ reliability scores are in range

[0, 1]. A source with a higher ground truth reliability score means its claims are more trustworthy. Please note

that after normalization, a source with a reliability score equal to 0 is not absolutely untrustworthy, but has the

relatively lowest reliability among all the sources. Similarly, the car with a reliability score equal to 1 indicates it
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has the relatively highest reliability. For the purpose of comparison, the learned reliability scores of each method

are normalized into the range of [0, 1] as well. The comparison can be seen in Fig. 12. To make it clear, we show

the reliability scores of our proposed RATD in Fig. 12a, and those of other truth discovery methods in Fig. 12b.

The ground truths are plotted in both figures. From Fig. 12a we can see that there are a few cars with the ground

truth reliability score close to 1. This is because the adjusted distances of car 13 is way larger than those of others.

Thus after normalization, the reliability score of car 13 is 0, and a few others are close to 1. From the figures, we

can see that RATD captures the sources’ reliability scores more precisely than baseline methods. CRH and CATD

especially struggle for estimating the reliability scores on car 1 to 7. Take car 1 and car 2 for example. The mean

value of the claims from car 1 is further away from the ground truth than that of car 2, and both CRH and CATD

determine a source’s reliability based on the mean value, so car 1 is assigned a lower reliability score than car 2.

But actually, the variance of car 1’s claims is much smaller than that of car 2 so that the total distance for car 1 is

smaller than that for car 2. That’s why car 1 has been assigned a higher reliability score than car 2 by RATD. This

demonstrates that RATD can achieve more accurate estimation of source reliability.

5.7 Convergence Analysis
In Fig. 13a, 13b and 13c, we show the convergence of MAE, RMSE and Error rate along with the number of

iterations respectively. Since these three measures have different ranges, we plot them in separate figures. In

these three figures, the x-axis denotes the number of iterations and y-axis the performance. For each measure,

the value of the first iteration is the same as the performance of the mean method because the mean values are

used as the initial input for RATD. It can be seen from these figures that RATD converges within as few as 4

iterations. The values of all three measures decline sharply in the first iteration which demonstrates the high

running efficiency of our proposed model. This fast rate of convergence benefits from the exponential factor that

we add in Eq. (9), which captures the difference between claims and estimated truths more quickly.

(a) MAE (b) RMSE (c) Error rate

Fig. 13. Convergence of RATD

5.8 Impact of the Scale Factor α
Different choices of α in the objective function Eq. (9) could have different impact on the performance of the

method. In this part, we study what influence its value has on the performance. The results have been shown in

Fig. 14. Since these three measures have different ranges, we plot them in separate figures. We find that the best

α for MAE, RMSE and Error Rate is 0.026, 0.021 and 0.026, respectively. This means that we cannot find a single α
value to achieve the best MAE, RMSE, and Error Rate simultaneously. Intuitively, we find that the optimal value

has the same order of magnitude as the reciprocal of the median of all variances {σ s
n

2}s ∈S,n∈N . This ensures
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exp(ασ s
n

2) fall in a reasonable range compared with dsn . With α either decreasing or increasing from the optimal

point, the performance declines. The reason behind it is that when α is approaching 0, Eq. (9) reduces to Eq. (6).

Therefore, the performance gets close to that of CRH. Whereas when α is getting too large, the adjusted distance

becomes more important than the reliability scores, so that all sources will be assigned similar reliability. Thus

the performance is closer to the mean method.

In all aforementioned experimental results in Section 5.3– Section 5.7, we set α = 0.01. Although it is not the

optimal parameter, our method still outperforms all the baselines by a considerably large margin. This illustrates

that our method can work in a relatively large range of parameter selection.

(a) MAE (b) RMSE (c) Error rate

Fig. 14. Performance for length with respect to α .

5.9 Regression Methods for Single Pothole Profiling
The physical (SDOF) model used in Section 3.2 to infer a single pothole profile from the sensory data doesn’t need

any prior knowledge, nor any training process. We use this unsupervised model mainly because in real-world

it is often difficult to collect enough data with ground truth. Here, we show how supervised machine learning

methods perform in solving this problem. We first choose three popular regression models, i.e. linear regression,

support vector regression (SVR) and CatBoost regressor [7], to carry out the single pothole profiling task. Then

we use RATD to aggregate and get the final results.

In order to apply these regression algorithms, we first need to extract features from the sensory data. We cut 1

second of the vertical acceleration measurements as one data sample. Then we apply the fast Fourier transform

(FFT) on these data samples which is one of the most common procedures to deal with time-series sensory data.

After that, we extract the signal amplitudes, i.e., the root sum squared value of the real part and the imaginary part

of the transformed data. Finally, we concatenate the amplitudes with the vehicle velocity as the input features.

For all three regression methods, we split the data randomly into two sets, one with 60% of data as training set

and the other with 40% as testing set. To demonstrate what impact the training data size can have upon the

performance, we randomly choose 10% to 100% data from the training set to train the models. Then we apply

the trained models to the testing set to get the regression results. We pass the regression results into RATD to

obtain the aggregated estimations. For comparison, we also calculate the measures on the potholes in the testing

data with the SDOF model. This data splitting, training, testing, and aggregation process has been carried out

for 2,000 times, and the mean values are taken and depicted in Fig. 15. From the figure we can see that for all

regression methods, with the training size being enlarged, the performance improves. The SDOF model achieves

the best overall performance. Should there be more data, it is possible that the SDOF model would eventually be

outperformed by SVR in terms of MAE, and by CatBoost in terms of RMSE. CatBoost performs poorly in MAE

partially due to the loss function chosen to minimize RMSE.
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Overall, this experiment shows that the SDOF physical model has a relatively better performance compared

with three popular regression methods with a training set of reasonable size. There might exist other single

pothole profiling methods, but due to the scope and space limitation of this paper, we leave that as a future work.

(a) MAE (b) RMSE (c) Error rate

Fig. 15. Performance of regression methods with respect to the training size. We randomly choose 10%-100% data from the
training set to train the regression models.

6 DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss other large-scale deployment related issues and also comment on the other potential

applications of the built system and the proposed aggregation algorithm.

Velocity From Other Sources: The velocity is an important factor in the calculation of the pothole length. In

our system, we acquire the velocity using OBD II. Even though an off-the-shelf OBD II scanner is very cheap, it is

still impractical to assume that majority of the drivers get it installed in their cars. However, since it is possible to

obtain velocity information from GPS data [34], and/or from sensor data [11]. In a word, velocity will not be an

obstacle to extend the system to a large scale. While collecting data, we also record the velocity from GPS data.

We have compared the velocity obtained from the two sources and found out that the average difference between

these two is within 5%. With the help of collected acceleration data, the accuracy of the velocity obtained from

GPS can be further improved since the high sampling rate of the acceleration can help achieve better calibration

and interpolation of GPS data.

Lane Level Pothole Detection and Profiling: With GPS data and appropriate clustering method, we can find

the approximate location of the pothole on the road. If the pothole is on a road with multiple lanes, with the help

of smartphone-based lane changing behavior recognition [5] and lane detection [1] techniques, it is possible to

determine on which lane the pothole resides. Further, we can even know which side of the car hits the pothole by

mining the readings from the gyroscope and/or the accelerometer. Afterwards we will be able to provide drivers

with alerts containing more useful information. For example, we can inform the driver if he/she needs to keep to

the left side or right side of current lane, or change to a different lane to avoid hitting a pothole ahead.

Power Consumption: Using the app all the time puts pressure on the battery. A couple of measures can be

taken to alleviate low-battery anxiety. The first is to reduce the sampling rate. Since a lower sampling rate may

harm the profiling accuracy, we need to find a trade off between sampling rate and performance. If a user is using

the navigation, then turning the screen off is no longer an option. We could try to lower the power cost of the

pothole profiling activity itself. One possible solution is to dynamically adjust the sampling rates based on the

road surface roughness since it is less likely to encounter a pothole on a smooth road segment than on a bumpy

one. And the road roughness condition can be learned from the collected sensory data [8]. Besides, improving the
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accuracy of pothole hitting event detection can also reduce the amount of collected data, and hence less power

will be used for data saving and uploading.

Privacy: Nowadays, privacy protection becomes a more and more important task as there are so many possible

ways to track back to the actual person through data collected from different sources. In the system implementation,

we take a lot of precaution to protect the privacy of end users. Since only data around potential pothole hitting

events is uploaded to the server, it is very hard if not completely impossible to recover the whole driving trace.

For the same reason, the server has no clue of the start and end information of any trip, so neither the source nor

the destination can be retrieved and user privacy can be preserved. Only features used for pothole profiling are

extracted. After features extraction, the raw data is discarded. Besides, the raw data will never be shared with

any third party.

Extensibility: Both the built pothole profiling system and the proposed aggregation method can be easily

extended to solve many other problems. For example, it is possible to integrate more transportation related

features into this framework, such as road roughness condition monitoring, slippery road detection, traffic

condition monitoring, driving behavior analysis, and so on. These features could help provide a more comfortable,

efficient, and safety driving environment. In addition, the proposed aggregation algorithm can be applied to solve

other problems with similar settings, i.e., multiple sources make potential conflicting claims on multiple objects

while one source makes more than one claims on the same object. These problems can come from more broader

domains in addition to transportation, such as, air quality sensing, weather condition estimation [25], and etc.

7 RELATED WORK
Potholes jeopardize road safety and transportation efficiency. They often contribute to car accidents. Therefore,

various tools have been developed on the pothole detection and profiling problem. [4, 16, 27] used histogram and

canny edge detection based method to detect potholes. [17] and [35] used images to infer the severity of potholes

on the pavement. [14] presented a solution to automatically detect and assess the severity of potholes using

vision-based data. It used 2D recognition to detect potholes and 3D reconstruction to measure the width and

depth of potholes. [13] proposed a pothole detection system using a commercial black-box camera to reduce cost.

[23] proposed a cost-effective solution to identify the potholes on roads and provided timely alerts to drivers to

avoid accidents or vehicle damages. Ultrasonic sensors are used to identify the potholes and also to measure their

depth. [15] used a vehicle mounted sensor system consisting of a Microsft Kinect and a USB camera to detect and

analyse potholes. These aforementioned methods can produce accurate results, but need specific devices which

restricts the wide deployment of these systems due to the cost and/or efforts to install dedicated devices. To

lower the cost and achieve large-scale deployment, smartphone based methods have been proposed. The Pothole

Patrol [9] applied multiple filters on the acceleration data to remove non-pothole data and then used a machine

learning model to identify potholes. Nericell [26] used simple threshold-based method, i.e. z-sus for speeds under

25 km/h and z-peak for speed above that to detect bumps and potholes. [24] used four different thresholds to

detect potholes from acceleration data. [32] used the accelerometer readings from smartphones to estimate the

depth and length of potholes. Due to the limitation of hardware and other factors, these methods usually suffer

from low accuracy. In this work, we propose a new truth discovery method to improve the pothole profiling

accuracy by taking advantage of crowdsensing data where a pothole is usually hit by multiple vehicles, and a

pothole can even be hit by the same vehicle for more than once.

Truth discovery methods [6, 10, 18, 19, 21, 22, 25, 28, 29, 33, 36] are effective in estimating true properties of

objects from conflicting claims. Authors in [25] took into consideration the correlation between sources, and

divided sources into disjoint independent sets. 3-Estimates [10] used accuracy to infer the quality of sources.

During the calculation, it took the difficulty of data records into consideration. CRH [19] formulated the conflict

resolving task of heterogeneous data as an optimization problem to minimize the overall weighted distance
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between the input and the estimated truths. CATD [18] introduced an algorithm to discover truths from conflicting

data with long-tail phenomenon. In addition to estimating the source reliability, it considered the confidence

interval of the estimation. GTM [36] was based on Bayesian probabilistic models to solve conflict resolution

problem for numerical data. It got the maximum a posterior estimate for each object. KDEm [28] introduced the

concept of trustworthy opinion of an entity. It treated the trustworthy opinion as a random variable and used its

distribution to describe consistency and controversy. [22] proposed a fine grained truth discovery method to

deal with the scenarios where users have various expertise levels on different topics. [33] and [6] incorporated

dependency between data sources in truth discovery. Generally, there are two popular ways to formulate a truth

discovery problem, i.e., optimization and maximum likelihood estimation. Our proposed RATD model is based on

the optimization branch. However, different from the existing optimization based truth discovery methods, our

RATD is designed for applications where each source makes multiple claims on the same object. Besides, instead

of assigning each source a fixed reliability score, our model can adjust each source’s reliability across different

objects according to the statistics of the source’s claims on each object.

8 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we design, develop and evaluate a mobile crowd sensing system for pothole profiling via motor

vehicles. We propose a new method RATD to effectively aggregate reported profiles from different cars and find

out each car’s weight in determining the final results. Specifically, the RATD method can effectively handle the

case that each car makes more than one claims on each object. In addition to assigning an overall reliability score

to each source, RATD can adjust the score based on statistics of the car’s claims on each pothole. We evaluate the

system on the collected dataset. The experimental results show that our method can reduce the MAE, RMSE and

Error Rate for the inference of pothole length by at least 35.3%, 30.43% and 35.08% respectively compared with

state-of-the-art baselines.
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A APPENDIX

A.1 Solving Process of Eq. (2)
Solution. Substitute x(t) = Xeλt into it, and we can get a quadratic equation, which has two roots,

λ1,2 = −
c

2m
±

√( c

2m

)
2

−
k

m
. (16)

Since in our case, it is underdamping vibration, i.e. the damping rate c is positive, but less than the critical damping

rate cc = 2

√
mk , and the system will oscillate freely from some initial displacement and velocity, the roots should

be complex conjugates, i.e. λ1 = λ∗
2
. Therefore we can have,

λ = −
c

2m
+ i

√
k

m
−

( c

2m

)
2

= − σ + iw,

(17)

where σ = c
2m , andw =

√
k
m − ( c

2m )2.

Letting X = A + iB, then x(t) can be further expressed as,

x(t) =Xeλt + X ∗eλ
∗t

=e−σ t
(
2A cos(wt) − 2B sin(wt)

)
=X̄e−σ t cos(wt + ϕ),

(18)

where X̄ and ϕ are the initial amplitude and phase of the underdamping vibration, respectively.

□

A.2 Proof of Eq. (8)
Proof. Let µsn represent the mean of source s’s claims on object n, then

dsn =

|Xs
n |∑

i=1

(xs ,in − x̂n)
2

|Xs
n |

=

|Xs
n |∑

i=1

(xs ,in − µsn + µ
s
n − x̂n)

2

|Xs
n |

=

|Xs
n |∑

i=1

(xs ,in − µsn)
2

|Xs
n |︸              ︷︷              ︸

T1

+

|Xs
n |∑

i=1

2(xs ,in − µsn)(µ
s
n − x̂n)

|Xs
n |︸                           ︷︷                           ︸

T2

+

|Xs
n |∑

i=1

(µsn − x̂n)
2

|Xs
n |︸            ︷︷            ︸

T 3

.

(19)

In Eq. (19), the first term T1 is exactly the variance of source s’s claims on object n, i.e. σ s
n

2
. The second term can

be further evaluated as follows,

T2 =

|Xs
n |∑

i=1

2(xs ,in − µsn)(µ
s
n − x̂n)

|Xs
n |

=
2(µsn − x̂n)

|Xs
n |

|Xs
n |∑

i=1

(xs ,in − µsn)

= 0.

(20)
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Last, the third term can be evaluated as follows,

T3 =

|Xs
n |∑

i=1

(µsn − x̂n)
2

|Xs
n |

= (µsn − x̂n)
2. (21)

In a summary,

dsn = T1 +T2 +T3 = σ s
n

2

+ (µsn − x̂n)
2. (22)

□
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